
Expanded Road

Hierarchy of Sins

Road Of The Serpent

O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O
Aura: Devotion__________(        )

Score       Minimum Wrongdoing                                 Rationale

10     Failing to indulge your urges when                You must understand desire in order
they do not interfere with your work.                                 to teach it.

9       Indulging your desires when they                 Desires are a means to an end, not an
interfere with your devotion to Set.                             end in themselves.

8   Failing to collect wealth and influence.               Every artisan must aquire the tools
of his vocation.

7           Failing to spread Set's truth                 If his name is forgotten, he will cease to exist
among mortals.

6      Failing to encourage mortals to seek          Your work is more important than anything
their freedom from Osiris.                              except your worship of Set.

5                  Abusing a ghoul.                                 Your preists are disciples of and gifts
from Set.

4    Supporting the rule of law in any way.           Osiris is the enemy of Set, and you must
take no action that aids him.

3       Puttting any other vampire under                Using the essence of Set to bind another
the blood oath.                        vampire goes aginst the very freedom he champions.

2 Embracing one who does not worship Set.           Only the derserving may drink of the
river between life and death.

1         Failing to uphold Set's memory                 What you do means nothing without your
and worship him.                                               devotion to Set.

Ethics

Worship Set and uphold his memory with reverence, for too many people have forgotten him and his great cause.
Undermine the rule of law, by which Osiris has abused his power.

Help others to realize their desires, for only desire can set them free.
Amass personal wealth and influence, for these are the tools of strength and seduction.
Embrace only those who are worthy to serve Set, for otherwise you debase his memory.


